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the commission also advocated eliminating the colonial system, which had protected the english from cultural change. the commission recommended that english be used for all official communications and that the english and french languages be used for all official documents and legislation in order to promote the principle of linguistic
equality and integration. a major element of the recommendation was that the french language be used in all official acts such as provincial budgets and laws. in 1988, the secretary of state for canada, joe clark, wrote to the governments of the provinces to inform them of the decision of the mackinnon commission. after consulting the

provinces and the federal government, he announced that english and french would be official languages of canada, and the french language would be the only official language of ontario and québec. while the adoption of the official languages policy was a national decision, it was implemented through the provinces. as a result, english is
the official language of the federal government, the provincial governments, the courts, and the executive branch of the federal government (canada, 2012). it happened on stage, but it resembled a behind-the-scenes, at-the-club rap battle. if america failed to heed emins8 mileand joseph kahns remarkablebodied, about hip-hop ethos, all
america knows that ethos now. smith showed his superiority to eminem after the slap, when he returned to his seat and shouted twice to rock the lesson that the slap was intended to teach: keep my wifes name out your f***ing mouth!thiswas hip-hop with a yes! linking the two declarations. smith, glib talent and untrained street actor, has

never been more convincing than when announcing the shocking terms of the arrival of new black hollywood. throughout hollywoods fabled lore (such as the infamous jennings langwalter wanger castration dispute), only studio bosses talked like that. rappers call such language boss. the drag world calls it realness. we are hypocrites to
pretend otherwise..
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many people, including some trained psychologists, have a basic misperception that a more intelligent
person is typically more self-centered. they believe that someone who is more clever and efficient must

have more needs or desires that others may not share. people who are not based in the us will have
even more difficulty comprehending all that the us has to offer. while other cultures and countries are

more alike, the us has always had a lead in innovation, invention, and creativity. france is a highly
educated society and is considered a leading economic power, but the us has always been considered

the world's most innovative society. many french emigrate to the us in search of jobs that they are often
not suited for. there are many french immigrants in the west who are not skilled (hale, 1995). others are
looking for more opportunities for work and immigration to the us is a good way for them to achieve their

goals (d'antonio, 1996). the main difference between growing up in a broken home and growing up
without a father is how it affects the individuals. a primary difference between the two is the ability to
accept the lack of the father. the first question in a child's life is where is daddy? it is a question that is
answered by the presence or absence of the man and is answered by the people who are around the

child. loud drums and folk instruments began to play (there were no instruments). shouting in italian and
english, a guy in a tracksuit somersaulted into the ring. the rapper began to dance, kicking his legs in a

heavy beat, elbows stretched and legs moving like pistons. screams and whistles came from the
audience, and the rapper, now a professional singer, danced faster and faster, adding a degree of hip-

hop motion as he performed the 2-bar syllabic structure of the chorus. audience reactions multiplied; the
drumbeat throbbed, and hand clapping became increasingly intense. the crowd was in ecstasy. among
them was a skinny guy, trying to imitate the dances of tipper, bassey and evans. i noticed that the guy

was smiling. feeling as if he had witnessed a special moment in the history of american society, i decided
to phone my mom and tell her about it. suddenly, shouting in italian, the rapper: 5ec8ef588b
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